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An inverse treatment planning~ITP! module on a commercial treatment planning
system~TPS! ~Helax AB, Uppsala, Sweden! is being used for an in-house clinical
trial for treatment of nasopharyngeal cancer with contralateral parotid sparing. In-
tensity modulated radiation therapy~IMRT! fields are delivered by step and shoot
multileaf collimator~MLC! with a DMLC enabled Varian 2300 CD~Varian Asso-
ciates, Palo Alto, CA!. A series of testing procedures have been devised to quantify
the modeling and delivery accuracy of routine clinical inverse planned IMRT using
Helax TMS and the Varian step and shoot MLC delivery option. Testing was done
on specific aspects of the TPS modeling germane to DMLC. Measured relative
dose factors~head scatter plus phantom scatter! for small MLC fields, normalized
to a 10310 cm2 non-MLC field, were found to differ by 2–3% from the TPS
values for the smallest of the fields tested. Relative distributions for small off axis
fields were found to be in good agreement. A process for the routine clinical
verification of IMRT fields has been implemented. Each IMRT field in an inverse
plan is imported into a flat water tank plan and a ‘‘beam’s eye view’’~BEV! dose
distribution is generated. This is compared to the corresponding measured BEV
dose distribution. The IMRT verification process has also been performed using an
anthropomorphic phantom. Large clinical fields~i.e., greater than 14.5 cm in the
leaf direction!caused difficulties due to a vendor specific machine restriction, and
several techniques for dealing with these were examined. These techniques were~i!
the use of static stepping of closed junctions,~ii! the use of two separate IMRT
fields for a given gantry angle, and~iii! restricting the overall maximum field size
used. The overall process has allowed implementation of an in-house protocol for
IMRT use on an initial clinical site. Results of the verification measurements for the
first ten patients treated at this center reveal an average maximum dose per IMRT
field delivered of 71.0 cGy, with a mean local deviation from the planned dose of
21.2 cGy, and a standard deviation of 2.4 cGy. ©2002 American College of
Medical Physics. @DOI: 10.1120/1.1459524#

PACS number~s!: 87.53.Dq, 87.53.Tf

Key words: IMRT, inverse planning, treatment verification, DMLC

INTRODUCTION
One of the goals of external beam radiotherapy is the delivery of a homogeneous tumourcid
to a planning treatment volume~PTV! while avoiding organs at risk~OARs!. The optimal real-
ization of such distributions requires fields with nonuniform energy fluence distributions. Th
of such fields is referred to as intensity modulated radiation therapy~IMRT!. It is anticipated that
improved dose adherence to the PTV will lead to greater local control,1,2 and there is an emergin
indication of reduced morbidity.3–5 IMRT delivery techniques include static compensators, s
and shoot or sliding window multileaf collimators, and tomotherapy.
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A number of studies have recently been published on IMRT QA, but most focus on expe
with a commercially available serial tomotherapy device and its associated TPS.6–10The planning
and verification of IMRT fields is often complicated by the presence of high dose gradients
field,6 in contrast to standard open fields. While step and shoot IMRT deliveries do not ha
contend with the same junctioning issues of serial tomotherapy11 ~i.e., the junctioning of adjacen
transverse dose slices!, both must contend with the delivery of small fields. Thus, verificat
relative dose factors~head scatter, phantom scatter! and relative dose distributions associated w
small MLC fields is essential.

A per patient verification procedure is desirable for the introduction of IMRT treatments
clinical practice.12 A number of issues are addressed, including closed leaf leakage, the num
levels and segments used, and the modeling of small fields by the TPS.

This center used Helax-TMS to inverse plan a patient’s clinical treatment on April 4, 2
Results are presented for the first ten IMRT patients treated at this center. An in-house proto
nasopharynx~Phase 1: 50 Gy median PTV dose, Phase 2: 16 Gy median PTV dose,,20 Gy to
50% of parotid; stimulated and unstimulated salivary flow measured!is currently underway. A
similar RTOG protocol for use of IMRT for head and neck treatment is under developmen13 It
should be noted that, while this work constitutes the authors’ experience with IMRT and ITP
a particular TPS and linac combination, it is believed that there are a number of wider I
issues addressed that may of interest to a wider audience.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The delivery verification techniques examined in this paper are of two general types. Th
are those used in the examination of the TPS MLC and DMLC modeling. The second are
used in the evaluation of planned field deliveries. The latter methods were used to evalua
the deliveries on an anthropomorphic phantom, as well as for clinical cases.

Helax TMS employs a convolution/superposition dose calculation algorithm, the deta
which are extensively discussed in the literature.14–18 The inverse planning module requires th
user to set dose and volume constraints for target volumes and organs at risk. Plans are b
a fixed number of energy fluence levels, which was initially set to ten. The inverse trea
planning ~ITP! module employs a gradient search algorithm19 on a random sampling of dos
points in the volumes of interest, attempting to satisfy the given constraints. The algorithm
when one of three conditions is met:~1! a solution is found,~2! the maximum time is exceeded
or ~3! a maximum number of iterations is reached. When an acceptable plan is achieve
approved by the oncologist, the result may be exported as either an array of relative energy
values~called a modulation matrix!or a multileaf modulation~MLM! file. The former may be
delivered using either physical compensators or dynamic MLC. The latter is a prescription fo
and shoot MLC positions. This institute has opted for the use of the MLM file in the deliver
IMRT fields.

Testing MLC modeling consisted of measuring field distributions and relative dose facto
small fields, both on and off the CAX. Measurements were performed with film and ion cha
A small volume~2 mm radius active volume!ion chamber was positioned in a dosimetry syst
water tank~Wellhöfer Dosimetrie, Nu¨rnberg, Germany!and a series of test field distributions we
scanned. An ion chamber was also placed on the CAX at the reference depth of 10 c
measurement of relative dose factors for a series of fields. All relative dose factor measure
were normalized with respect to a reference field size of 10310 cm2 at a reference depth of 1
cm.

A series of films were placed in a Solid Water™~Gammex RMI, Middleton, WI!phantom and
exposed to a range of calibration exposures. Sets of test fields were then exposed to provi
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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relative OD and field distribution measurements. Using the same set of test fields, relativ
factor values and dose distributions were then calculated on the TPS for comparison to me
values.

Inverse IMRT planning was initially performed on an anthropomorphic phantom~Rando,
Alderson Radiation Therapy!. This anthropomorphic phantom was scanned on a CT sim
~AcQSim, Philips Medical Systems!and an IMRT plan was generated using the acquired CT d
set. The inverse IMRT plan simulated a nasopharynx-like case, as this was the first int
clinical site to be treated in accordance with an in-house protocol. The anthropomorphi
treatment consisted of seven coplanar 6 MV beams designed to give a median 50 cGy to th
and constraints were specified in order to achieve contralateral parotid sparing~see Fig. 1!. The
planning process for this mock treatment closely resembled the planning flow currently emp
clinically.

A Varian Clinac 2300 CD and 2300EX with dynamic dose software and MLC were use
IMRT delivery. A 52 leaf MLC, consisting of a set of 26 opposed leaf pairs with 1-cm leaf w
at isocenter was initially employed. Subsequent plans were delivered with a Varian 12
Millennium MLC. The MLC computer controls leaf position as a function of fractional M
delivered according to a DMLC prescription file. Delivery of IMRT fields is by a step and s
technique, consisting of a maximum of 15 segments per field.

Using the knowledge gained from the mock treatment of the anthropomorphic phantom,
ment plans were generated for patients according to the in-house protocol. Clinical pla
begins with the patient placed in an immobilization shell equipped with fiducial CT marke
mark a reference point. The patient is scanned and the 3D data set is imported to the TP
calculations are performed iteratively until an acceptable plan is generated. The field is
exported to a Helax format MLM file which is converted to a Varian format DMLC step and s
file. This file is then transferred via network to the MLC control computer. The files are
checked with a vendor supplied software package~Shaper, Varian Associates!, which ascerta
the deliverability of the planned leaf motions~e.g., leaf travel not exceeding allowable physic
limits, no carriage irradiation!. Individual MLC segments may be manually adjusted as nee
After verifying that measured and planned dose distributions match for the individual BEV fi

FIG. 1. ~Color!An initial conformal IMRT dose distribution with sparing of the contralateral parotid in an anthropomor
phantom test plan.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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the DMLC controller files are then moved to a Varis MLC directory and attached to the V
patient treatment record.

The verification begins by importing the planned patient IMRT fields into a plan based
cubic water phantom. All fields are individually delivered and measured using radiographic
These films are then scanned for comparison to calculated values. Literature in this area is
ing, giving credence to the use of film in IMRT QA.12,20 Calibration films are produced b
exposing Kodak XV2 film~Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY! to 535 cm2 fields at 10 cm depth in
Solid Water™, 90 cm SSD, for 100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 10, 5, and 0 MUs. A calibrated Vidar
scanner~VXR16, Vidar Medical Imaging, Herndon, VA!, which can rapidly produce bitmap im
ages, was used to scan the films. An internal recalibration procedure was performed freq
since scanner response seemed to drift, possibly due to change the unit heating up wit
Scanned calibration films are used to generate pixel value to dose H&D curves using a comm
film processing package~PIPS, Masthead Imaging, Nanaimo, BC!. This H&D curve is then
exported to a file. Bitmap images of the scanned measurement films and the H&D curve d
read by an in-house program which runs in a commercial math package~Matlab, The Math Works,
Natick, MA!. The bitmap is re-sampled from 75 dpi to a 1 mm resolution, the same spati
resolution as the dose calculations, and the H&D curve data is used to convert the measur
bitmap images to absolute dose. This process allows bitmap images from the scanne
converted to absolute dose distributions, as well as to convert them into a useful form
comparisons to planned distributions.

TPS BEV dose distributions were calculated for each field at 10 cm depth, 90 cm SSD
resolution of 1 mm. The IMRT field is normalized to a 535 cm2 field of known MU setting.
Calculated dose distributions were then exported in RTOG format from the TPS. Measured
dose distributions are obtained by exposing films under the same conditions, namely with
film at 10 cm depth with Solid Water buildup, 90 cm SSD. Field alignment was performe
Fourier correlation, found by taking the product of the Fourier transform of one functiona(x) and
the Fourier transform of the complex conjugate of the other functionb(x), as in

Corr@a~x!,b~x!#5A~k!B* ~k!.

Correlation is determined between the binary image outlines of the calculated and me
distributions. The outline of the region of interest is computed using the maximum local
derivative, found using the Canny method.21 Relative shifts in image alignment were determin
between these outlines using Fourier correlation. The shift of the peak of the power spe
corresponds to the relative shift between the two images. It may be noted that this tec
assumes there are no systemic shifts in the delivery~i.e., no constant leaf offsets!. No such shi
were noted in the commissioning, and are they are routinely checked for after the leaf seq
has generated by comparing the segment shapes for delivery to the TPS and by checking th
images on the first day of treatment.

Once the images are registered, the region of interest~ROI! and absolute dose values~calcu-
lated and measured!are subtracted from one another. These local differences in absolute do
used to generate a differential dose error histogram. The physician may then review th
differences and decide whether or not they are acceptable.

Independent MU checks for IMRT fields have been discussed elsewhere.22,23Verification of the
MUs calculated by our TPS was achieved by comparing the predicted dose~scaled using a
reference field in the plan!to the measured dose from the BEV deliveries. As well, a calcula
is performed using a scatter summation method to perform a rough check on the MUs requi
each field in order to deliver the planned dose to isocenter for that field.

Additional testing of the individual fields consisted of looking at IMRT sub fields~static
segments!by exporting them as individual MLC shapes and testing the modeling of their rel
distributions and dose factors. A small volume chamber was also used to measure the ou
individual IMRT fields in low gradient regions. The results are compared to calculated valu
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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The summed result of all seven fields was checked in the anthropomorphic phantom
transverse films and TLDs were loaded into the phantom and used to verify the delive
planned point doses and the overall dose distribution. The TLDs used were 0.330.330.1 cm3 LiF
chips, and were calibrated and read using an automated TLD reader. The film used was
XV2 that was sized and cut in a darkroom and light packed using opaque tape.

Routine IMRT delivery QA consisted of using an in-house routine to print all leaf segment
each DMLC field, along with a rough estimate of the net energy fluence from each field~much like
the ‘‘simulated film’’ of the MLC Shaper program!. This allows therapist verification of leaf sh
during delivery. Therapists also perform a routine morning check, and a dynamic delivery
of this is reviewed for any anomalous values.

Other steps in the IMRT QA process include performing a positioning check on the ML
dynamic mode. This is currently achieved through the delivery of a test DMLC file on a ra
graphic film, and the dose dynamic log is also checked for abnormalities. Current clinica
consists of checking the first and last leaf segments using overheads placed on the access
Segments are also checked visually on MLC workstation during delivery.

RESULTS

Comparison of relative dose factor measurements using film and ion chamber and tho
dicted by the TPS for various MLC defined fields reveals minimal variations for all but
smallest fields~see Table I!, where discrepancies were of the order of 2–3.5%. Given the lim
amount of time spent delivering such very small fields, and given that they are used o
augment doses to small regions, this variation was found to be quite acceptable.

Planned versus measured field distributions for small fields centered about the CAX were
to be in good agreement~see Fig. 2!. The same field shape was delivered as an off axis field C

FIG. 2. ~Color! Small field distribution, measured and calculated. Leakage through the closed leaves below theY jaws is
visible around theX50 position.

TABLE I. Relative dose factor vs field size, measured and calculated.

Field size
(cm3cm) 16316 10310 636 334 234 233 133

Helax 1.077 1.000 0.918 0.854 0.836 0.827 0.77
Film 1.075 1.000 0.918 0.824 0.805 0.775 0.73
Ion chamber 1.069 1.000 0.919 0.845 0.817 0.808 0.7
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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with similar good agreement observed.
All seven fields of the anthropomorphic phantom IMRT plan were delivered, and the re

were measured with the TLDs~see Fig. 3!and planar film. The results for the TLDs are summ
rized in Table II. Good agreement between the TLDs and the calculated values was observe
most errors under 5%, fewer in the 5–10 % region, along with a spurious reading over 10%.
the typical errors associated with TLDs, these variations were mostly within the expected
~i.e., 5%!. Where the results are in the 5–10 % range, these were typically in low dose re
where small absolute dose differences can lead to large percentage errors, and are likely
small inaccuracies in the TPS modeling of the leaf transmission and penumbral region. Th
TLD with .10% error returned a dose of zero in what was a misread by the automated r
The planar film had too many artifacts to be of much use.

A comparison of the BEV film measurement and calculation was performed for each p
treated, as well as for the mock delivery on the anthropomorphic phantom. Figure 4 show
results for an IMRT field from the initial clinical plan for patient number 1. The BEV data w
used to generate a dose difference map@Fig. 4~C!#, as well as a differential dose error histogra
@Fig. 4~D!#. The dose difference map yields a comparison that gives a sense of the area in
in a discrepancy and the differential dose error histograms gives a good representation
spread of these errors. Tests of all eight fields from a representative clinical IMRT plan show
discrepancies between the planned and delivered doses for the BEV calculations, as det
Table III.

An example of the results from the BEV comparison of a clinical field is given in Table III.
results are generally very good. The measured doses had low mean dose deviations~typically of
the order of less than 1.5 cGy!. As well the standard local error was only of the order of 2 cG
The deviation between the planned and measured maximum dose points is generally less th

FIG. 3. ~Color! Placement of the verification TLDs within the anthropomorphic phantom.

TABLE II. Difference in dose between measured~TLD! and calculated values for Rando plan.

~Measured-calculated!
ICRU dose

% difference ,5% 5–10% .10%
# TLDs 17 8 1
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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It is thought that the 5% discrepancy was due to the dosing due to transmission through the
leaf end. Planning and delivery of DMLC that allows for carriage motion may eventually miti
this effect. The one case of the 16.5% difference was caused by atypical leaf sequencing re
in a series of adjacent single leaf openings. The calculated modeling of these one cm wide
is known to have some inaccuracies. This sequencing issue has since been resolved by t
software release for the TPS.

Several difficulties were encountered in the delivery of the planned IMRT fields. These
rooted in mechanical limitations and characteristics of the MLC. The inherent limitations o
MLC that posed problems were transmission through the ‘‘closed’’ leaf end of the MLC an
tongue and groove problem. Difficulties were also encountered with the delivery of large I
fields due to leaf travel restrictions. These leaf travel limitations are imposed on fields o
certain size due to~1! possible carriage irradiation,~2! leaf over travel restrictions, as well as~3!
restrictions on allowable leaf separation.

There was a difficulty encountered in the delivery of certain fields over 14.5 cm wide~in the
leaf travel direction!that was due to transmission between the closed leaves. The maximum
distance between any two leaves on the same side of the carriage is 14.5 cm during the d
of a field @separation ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 5~a!#. While there generally was not a problem with the mov

FIG. 4. ~Color! BEV of clinical IMRT field, calculated~A! and measured~B!. These are used to generate a difference m
~calculated-measured! ~C!, as well as a histogram of number of pixels vs absolute dose difference between calculat
measured~D!.

TABLE III. Gauges of the difference between the measured and calculated values for a clinical IMRT plan.

Field #
Mean dose

deviation~cGy!
Std. dose

deviation~cGy!
Max. calculated

dose~cGy!
Max. measured

dose~cGy! % difference

1 21.04 3.11 78.3 78.5 20.3
2 21.61 1.94 45.6 47.8 24.8
3 20.95 2.00 53.3 53.3 0.0
4 20.84 2.21 69.2 67.9 1.9
5 20.76 2.39 93.8 91.7 2.2
6 21.30 1.87 55.7 56.6 21.6
7 24.26 3.21 64.7 75.4 216.5
8 21.33 2.40 77.2 78.1 21.2
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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leaves for smaller fields, the TPS algorithm only accounts for the over travel issue on
segment basis. This means, for example, that no single segment of the 15 segments in a
delivery will have any two leaves on the same side of the carriage more than 14.5 cm apar
restriction is not applied between this segment and the other segments, which may result in
segments as shown in Figs. 6~a!and Fig. 6~c!. The segment shown as Figure 6~c! must be
manually modified to that shown in Fig. 6~b!. As well, the closed leaves in the field can be
problem; unused leaves are simply designated as2999 in the MLM file outside the range of th
moving leaves, and inside they are set to close at a constant position. The result of this is tw
~i! unused leaves may not be moved off axis@see Fig. 6~d!#, and~ii! if unused leaf positions are se
to a constant value, it results in a high level of leakage through the closed leaf ends~as shown in
Fig. 6!.

Due to this limitation, a solution had to be found to deliver larger fields. Three solutions
explored. One is to not deliver a single field larger than 14.5 cm, but rather deliver two sm
fields from the same gantry angle to cover a greater width. Another solution is to step the
leaf ends across the maximum distance allowed in the field~from start to stop!as a function of
fractional MUs that are to be delivered at the end of that segment (DI ) as per:

leaf~x! i5start1~DI !•
~start2stop!

I total
,

where the stating and stopping positions are defined as follows:

FIG. 5. The allowed and assumed positions of leaves and jaws relative to each other. The maximum separations
any two leaves is 14.5 cm~shown in a!. This is a consequence~b! the closest point the MLC assembly may approach
jaw edge and~c! the jaw setting being relative to the maximum leaf position in any DMLC treatment. The lateral jaw
set at 0.2 cm greater than the edge of the unused leaves.

FIG. 6. Example segments of a step and shoot delivery. The jaw positions for a two segment delivery using the field
in ~A! and ~B! are determined by leaves 3A and 8B in fields 1 and 2 respectively. Since the TPS does not
intersegment over travel, the situation shown in~C! may arise where the second segment could have an undeliverable
position. The second segment is shown in~D! with the closed leaves moved off axis, creating an undeliverable segm
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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start514.51maxleafA , stop514.52maxleafB ,

where maxleafA and maxleafB are the maximum leaf positions for each bank of leaves through
the entire treatment. We referred to this method as static feathering of the closed leaves. Th
solution is to try and limit, with the use of a collimator rotation, the projected BEV width of
field in order to circumvent this situation entirely.

Tongue and groove problems were visible on the dose verification films as well~see Fig. 7!.
These are well known24 to arise from the mechanical design of the MLC, but may be mitigated
the leaf sequencing algorithm used.25 Since leaf sequencing is handled internally by our TPS,
given that the effects are not seen to pose a large perturbation on the delivery, tongue and
effects are currently accepted as a minor delivery shortcoming.

To date, several IMRT treatments have been delivered. The overall results of all treatme~to
mid 2001!are summarized in Table IV. There have been ten patient treatments that have
planned, verified and finished treatment, including four patients who have had boosts. Of
deliveries, two used 6 fields, five used 7 fields, and four used 8 fields. The treatment was to

FIG. 7. ~Color! An example of IMRT beam verification using difference map and local difference error histogram w
highlights a suboptimal leaf sequencing for the step and shoot, resulting in an obvious tongue and groove proble

TABLE IV. Summary of results from QA measurements of the agreement between the measured and calculated dos
clinical IMRT plans to date.

Patient #
Number of

fields

Minimum/Maximum
mean dose deviation
for all fields ~cGy!

Average of mean
dose deviation for

all fields ~cGy!

Minimum/Maximum
mean dose deviation
for all fields ~cGy!

Average of std.
dose deviation for

all fields ~cGy!

1 ~Phase1! 8 21.9,0.7 20.9 1.4, 2.7 2.0
1 ~Phase2! 5 24.6,21.8 21.6 1.4,4.8 2.4
2 8 21.7,20.6 21.0 1.5,3.5 2.2
3 6 21.3,1.2 20.3 2.2, 6.0 3.9
4 7 23.4,20.4 21.8 1.3, 4.1 2.4
5 ~Phase1! 8 22.3,20.2 20.8 1.7, 3.9 2.7
5 ~Phase2! 8 23.0,0.0 20.8 1.4, 3.7 2.4
6 8 21.5,3.0 20.2 2.3, 3.9 3.3
7 8 24.3,20.8 21.5 1.9, 3.2 2.4
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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50 Gy median dose to the PTV. For the first phase treatments, there have been an averag
segments per MLM field, with a total number of MUs ranging from 944 to 1645~average of 1266,
giving a modulation factor of 2.5, assuming 500 MUs conventionally!. The average mean dos
difference has been21.1 cGy, or about22% of max dose. The average standard deviation
differences has been 2.8 cGy, or about 4% of max dose. For the two boost plans, one used
and one used 8 fields. The total MUs delivered were 780 and 802, respectively, giving a
lation factor of 1.6. The average mean dose difference was21.2 cGy, or about22% of maxi-
mum field dose. The average standard deviation of differences was 2.4 cGy, or about
maximum field dose.

The delivery of the clinical fields required, initially, roughly 28 min from the time the pati
enters the treatment vault to the time they leave. This time has since been reduced to about
which is the length of a standard treatment slot at this institution. This reduction in treatment
has been aided by increased comfort and familiarity on the part of the radiation therapists, a
as the use of an automated set-up function from our ‘‘record and verify’’ system.

DISCUSSION

Our initial experience has made it clear that there is a need for more training for dosime
physicists, and oncologists who will be involved in the IMRT process, such that everyone
gain a greater comfort with the technique. From our initial experience with the ITP process
the last year, it has become apparent that a number of TPS tools are needed to streamline th
and ITP process in the clinic. On the TPS side, such tools would include user options for m
it easier to introduce a user defined number of segments and levels to be used. Allowing th
to specify the minimum field size to be used in any MLC segment~e.g., 333 cm2! would preclude
any discomfort in the modeling of excessively small MLC segments~e.g., 130.5 cm2!. In-house
tools which are being developed include better dose agreement metrics, such as distance t
ment and a gamma index,26 as well, a new film for dosimetry is being investigated~EDR2,
Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY!. EPID dose verification would greatly decrease the time curre
spent on film verification.

A number changes are also desired with respect to the MLC handling within the TPS.
would include better handling of the allowed leaf travel within any given field. Currently, T
does restrict leaf travel to under 14.5 cm, but only within any given segment. This means th
overall span between leaves can exceed 14.5 cm within an MLM treatment which, in our
consists of 15 segments. The MLC is not precisely modeled in terms of leaf travel and collim
around the MLC aperture. This is due in part to the differing method in which the MLC
integrated in Varian units, it is a tertiary add on, below two sets of collimating jaws, as oppos
Siemens or Elekta machines, where the MLC is an integrated part of the collimation. As
Varian does not yet have support for carriage movement for its DMLC, something that is cur
assumed in the Helax TMS handling of the DMLC.

The current work around for the leaf travel issue is chiefly to limit field sizes to under 14.
in the leaf travel direction by choosing a collimator rotation which limits the width in the
travel direction~gantry angles are approximately equally spaced about the patient!. If fields sizes
must be over 14.5 cm, it would be beneficial to allow the user to specify how closed leaves s
be junctioned~e.g., statically or dynamically moved with each segment!, or to allow more seam-
less junctioning of split fields, as others have done.27 We are still evaluating which method is th
best, but currently employ static feathering for some large field segments, and occasionally
two smaller fields for a single gantry angle. The effect of the static feathering can be seen
verification films~see Fig. 8!.

Collimator rotations and jaw positions have been employed in some fields to force spar
certain organs at risk~e.g., Fig. 9!. This sparing is employed for some fields in order to m
readily obtain an acceptable solution from the ITP software.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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We anticipate the use of EPID verification instead of film will simplify the verification phas
the QA. TLD or gel dose verification may be used at a future date to perform a 3D error ana
and to investigate 3D combination of errors.

CONCLUSIONS

A series of tests were devised to test the reliability of the calculation and delivery of IM
fields using an ITP module on a commercial TPS. The testing centered on both the g
questions of MLC modeling for small fields, as well as specific calculation accuracy of cli

FIG. 8. ~Color!An example of IMRT beam verification for a large field which shows a streaking due to stepping the c
leaves through the field, resulting in streaks of higher dose in the delivery.

FIG. 9. ~Color! An example of planner assistance in achieving the goals of the inverse plan by employing colli
rotation to facilitate sparing of an organ at risk on an IMRT field~spinal cord, shown in green!.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 2002
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IMRT fields. The result of our tests on the MLC modeling on our TPS indicates a small pro
which seems to exist with the calculated relative dose factor of small MLC fields, which is o
order of 2–3 % for the smallest fields.

Custom software is currently required to verify, modify, and transfer the Helax TMS gene
MLM data to Varis for delivery on a Varian linac. The results from the various BEV measurem
for the individual fields imported to a flat phantom test case indicate good agreement betwe
planned and delivered. The results of the films and TLDs for the Solid Water™ phantom ind
good agreement between planned and delivered doses.

To-date, Helax-TMS 5.1 has been used to inverse-plan, verify, and treat ten Nasoph
patients sparing one or both parotid glands. The initial observations have been encouragi
results of the BEV tests indicated generally good agreement between planned distributio
dose levels. We are seeing an average mean difference of 1.1 cGy, or 2% of the maximum p
dose, and an average standard deviation of differences of 2.8 cGy, or 4% of maximum p
dose.

The initial time commitment of the IMRT QA process has been significant, but the proce
becoming streamlined. We currently commit about 8 h of verification time per plan. As we
more familiarity with the planning and delivery of these IMRT fields, it is expected that
process will evolve and be streamlined, and the time required per patient will drop.

Our early experience has led us to try to use field sizes less than 14.5 cm where poss
allow closing leaves outside field to circumvent leakage through the closed leaf ends. This
rather than solves the in-field closed leaf leakage problem, which may yet be addressed i
other fashion. One possibility is the enabling of jaw motion for each segment in a field. The c
leaf position has not been moved dynamically as it was feared this may give rise to a
separation than with the static stepping, as well as increasing wear on the MLC assemb~the
so-called ‘‘chattering teeth’’ problem!.

It is also hoped that future releases of the TPS will include tools to aid in the IMRT QA pro
These tools would assist with the handling of the closed leaf issues as well as greater eas
copying of the MLM beams to a water phantom plan to aid in verification. As well, the arriva
Dicom-RT plan import in TMS v6.0 and Varis’s Generation 6.0 Dicom-RT support should eas
export of MLM plans.
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